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Prefaces
150 years ago, Frederick Law Olmsted and Calvert Vaux transformed
a barren hilltop midway between Brooklyn Heights and Flatbush
into a showcase for the burgeoning City of Brooklyn. Here were laid
the critical elements of any thriving city: modern infrastructure
(reservoirs, parkways, and eventually, subways), temples of high culture
(the Brooklyn Museum, Brooklyn Botanic Garden, and Brooklyn
Public Library), space for natural beauty and recreation (Prospect
Park), and newly developing neighborhoods (Park Slope, Prospect
Heights, and Crown Heights). All these centered deliberately on the
monumental space of Grand Army Plaza. Much like the Brooklyn
Bridge, the Grand Army Plaza area proclaimed Brooklyn to be a worldclass city, elevated far above its agrarian roots.
These elements, which include stakeholder members of the Grand
Army Plaza Coalition (GAPCo), still thrive independently today, but
history has eroded their unifying role in cultivating Brooklyn civic
pride—an ethos embodied by the Plaza itself. Regrettably, this disunity has rendered Grand Army Plaza into a mere traffic circle.
Although GAPCo began in 2006 addressing Grand Army Plaza’s
deficiencies as a traffic circle, we soon uncovered its lost purpose as
the hub of Brooklyn. We determined to restore the centrality of the
Plaza to the life of Brooklyn, to re-animate it not as a facsimile of
what it was, but as the embodiment of Brooklyn’s 21st century
identity. The Design Trust for Public Space immediately grasped this
vision; their leadership moved GAPCo closer to achieving our goals.
The incredibly varied concepts in this book all demonstrate how
thoughtful design modifications and new programming can revitalize
Grand Army Plaza. The members of GAPCo want a Grand Army
Plaza that brings and holds Brooklyn together, and this book attests
to a tremendous leap forward in our progress.

Robert Witherwax
Coordinator, The Grand Army Plaza Coalition

Designed in 1867 by Olmsted and Vaux, Grand Army Plaza’s magnificent 11-acres are home to the Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Memorial Arch,
the elegant Bailey Fountain, the Greenmarket, and the entrance
to Prospect Park. Despite its identity as the historic, cultural and
geographic heart of Brooklyn, hazardous conditions force pedestrians
and cyclists to skirt the Plaza’s edges instead of passing through
its spectacular center, impeding access to neighborhoods, cultural
institutions, and preventing use of the Plaza itself. Similarly, the
Brooklyn Museum, Brooklyn’s Central Library, the Botanic Garden,
and other institutions are discouraged from extending programming
into what is essentially their front yard.
In 2007, the Grand Army Plaza Coalition (GAPCo) approached the
Design Trust for Public Space seeking assistance to help achieve
their vision for a safer, more usable, more beautiful Grand Army
Plaza. As the newly formed leader of efforts to improve the plaza,
GAPCo was keenly aware that Grand Army Plaza’s full potential
as one of the world’s great urban spaces has yet to be realized. To
catalyze Grand Army Plaza’s rebirth, the Design Trust and GAPCo
launched Reinventing Grand Army Plaza, an open, international
ideas competition to attract visionary designs for transforming the
Plaza. The best ideas from the competition were shown at an unprecedented outdoor exhibit in the center of the Plaza in September
and October of 2008.
This publication was created by the Design Trust to provide a tool
for GAPCo, community members and civic leaders to galvanize
support for a reinvention of Grand Army Plaza. It showcases top
design schemes submitted to the competition—from the pragmatic
to the wildly inventive—and recommends steps that GAPCo and
the community can take to achieve the goal of a new master plan
and a comprehensive renovation. By including photos from the
exhibition, it also illustrates the site’s latent power as a meeting place
for its diverse surrounding communities. While the exhibit was on
view, people poured into the Plaza like never before to consider
and discuss the proposals; spirited conversations amongst interested
citizens could be heard every day. In the end, this kind of productive,
communal event is what public space is all about.
The best public spaces foster a sense of civic optimism by encouraging
every individual to become more active participants in their own lives.
We are confident that Grand Army Plaza will soon realize its potential
to be one of New York City’s most vibrant public forums through the
efforts of GAPCo and the local community.

Deborah Marton
Executive Director, Design Trust for Public Space
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About the Design Trust & GAPCo
Design Trust FOR PUBLIC SPACE
The Design Trust for Public Space is a 501(c)
(3) not-for-profit committed to improving
the quality and understanding of New York
City’s public realm—from parks, plazas
and streets to public buildings and modes
of transportation. The Design Trust is the
only New York City organization devoted to
bringing private sector expertise to bear on
public-space issues. Since 1995, the Design
Trust has successfully completed over
two-dozen projects, improving the urban
experience for all New Yorkers.
Each year, the Design Trust selects research
and design projects from across the five
boroughs. These projects are at the earliest
stage, when targeted expertise can transform
critical policy and development decisions.
We organize teams of top architects, planners,
industrial designers, landscape architects,
graphic designers—whoever may be required
to tackle the project—and provide fellowships to fund their work. However, we will not
inaugurate a project without the collaboration of the city agency or community group
best situated to implement the designs
and plans we develop.
http://designtrust.org/

GAPCo
The Grand Army Plaza Coalition (GAPCo) is
an alliance of Brooklyn community groups
and cultural organizations working together
to improve Grand Army Plaza. GAPCo believes
that Grand Army Plaza, despite its physical
and cultural centrality to Brooklyn, misses
its potential as one of the world’s great
urban spaces.
http://www.grandarmyplaza.org/
Coalition members include:
Brooklyn Botanic Garden
Brooklyn Greenway Initiative
Brooklyn Museum
Brooklyn Public Library
Citizens Committee for NYC
Brooklyn Community Boards 6 and 8
Eastern Parkway/Cultural Row
Neighborhood Association
Gowanus Community Stakeholder Group
Grand Army Plaza Greenmarket
Heart of Brooklyn
North Flatbush Avenue BID
The Open Planning Project
Park Slope Civic Council
Park Slope Neighbors
Project for Public Spaces
Prospect Heights Neighborhood
Development Council
Prospect Heights Parent Association
Prospect Park Alliance
Transportation Alternatives
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PROJECT
OVERVIEW
“Grand Army Plaza is the busiest traffic circle
in Brooklyn. It is also Parks’ property, originally
designed by our nation’s preeminent landscape
architects, Frederick Law Olmsted and Calvert
Vaux. The Design Trust’s project will help Grand
Army Plaza become a thriving gathering space
described by Olmsted and Vaux’s original design.
The innovative goals of this project are fully in
line with those of the Parks Department, as well
as those of the Mayor’s PlaNYC initiative. We
aRE pleased to be involved.”
Adrian Benepe, Commissioner, NYC Dept. of Parks and Recreation

Project Timeline
September 2007
GAPCo presents their project proposal to the
Design Trust’s Project Selection Jury; their
project is selected for Design Trust partnership
November 2007		
Steering Committee is formed for the Reinventing Grand Army Plaza project, comprised
of representatives from the NYC Dept. of
Transportation, NYC Dept. of Parks & Recreation,
GAPCo and Design Trust
January 2008
Design Trust staff conducts neighborhood
field surveys and on-the-street interviews
in Prospect-Lefferts Gardens, Park Slope,
Prospect Heights, and Crown Heights
February 2008
Reinventing Grand Army Plaza Ideas Competition is launched
Design Trust presents the project to Community
Board 6, Transportation Committee

Design Trust presents the project to Community
Board 6

JUNE 2008		
Competition Jury convenes at the main
branch of the Brooklyn Public Library
Design Trust presents the project to Community
Board 14
Design Trust presents the project to Community
Board 9

July–August 2008
Center for Urban Pedagogy class at Brooklyn
College focusing on Grand Army Plaza
September 2008
Exhibit opens to the public in Grand Army
Plaza; press conference and awards ceremony
is held with local officials to announce the
3 winners of the competition
OCTOBER 2008
People’s Choice Award winner is announced
on the 8th; exhibit closes on the 13th

April 2008		
Submission deadline for the Reinventing
Grand Army Plaza Ideas Competition
Competition jury begins the online review
process

May 2008		
Design Trust, in collaboration with the Center
for Urban Pedagogy, leads students from
the Bushwick Academy of Urban Planning
on a site visit to Grand Army Plaza
Design Trust presents the project to Community
Board 8
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Project Numbers
11 1/2 acres
make up Grand Army Plaza
48,000 vehicles
pass through Grand Army Plaza every day
More than 300,000 people
live in the 4 surrounding neighborhoods:
Crown Heights, Park Slope, Prospect
Heights and Prospect-Lefferts Gardens
9 members
on the competition jury
481 participants
registered for the Reinventing Grand Army
Plaza ideas competition
319 proposals
were initiated
200 proposals
were submitted
1029 drawings
were uploaded to the competition website
24 countries
were represented
272 people
submitted a proposal
30 proposals
were chosen by the jury for the public
exhibition
6 projects
proposed closing the gap between Prospect
Park and Grand Army Plaza

Over 100,000 people
joined in the opening day festivities of
the public exhibit
1,854 people
voted for the People’s Choice Award
(1,393 voted online and 461 voted by
text message)
1 project
proposed an aerial lift to connect people
to Prospect Park
7 projects
proposed opening up the berms to the
public
5 projects
proposed removing the berms altogether
6 projects
proposed pushing all traffic to the Plaza’s
edge and expanding the center oval
1 project
proposed a “water mist screen” for film
projection
3 prizes
were awarded to 4 teams (tie for first)
3 out of the 4 prizewinners
were from France
1 prizewinner
hailed from Brooklyn
14 8’ cubes
were fabricated for the public exhibit
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The Project
In September 2007, the Grand Army Plaza Coalition responded to
the Design Trust’s Request-for-Proposals. GAPCo’s proposal sought
assistance to:

“...develop a comprehensive design for Brooklyn’s
premier civic space that will address the community’s desire for a pedestrian friendly plaza
and a safe, efficient traffic thoroughfare. The
plan will identify both near term and long term
achievable goals to enhance the resident and
visitor experience and spur economic development, and will devise design solutionS that achieve
those goals.”
GAPCo presented the project to an independent jury assembled by
the Design Trust, and it was selected for Design Trust partnership
from over 25 proposals. The jury cited the citywide importance
of this historic site as one of the primary reasons for the
project’s selection.
In late 2007, the Design Trust and GAPCo launched Reinventing Grand
Army Plaza, a project to help GAPCo achieve the goals outlined in
its proposal. To lay the groundwork for a new master plan, the Design
Trust recommended that the project’s first phase be an ideas competition
intended to attract visionary designs—everything from the feasible to
the fantastic—for transforming the Plaza. Initiating the project in this
manner quickly revealed a wide range of design solutions, developed
public awareness of the Plaza’s problems and possibilities, and allowed
for coalition building with community members, city agencies, and
local elected officials, many of whom were already part of GAPCo.

top: Design Trust Project
Selection Jury, September 2007
(Leslie McBeth for the Design
Trust for Public Space)

bottom: Rob Witherwax and
Michael Cairl from the Grand Army
Plaza Coalition presenting their
project proposal to the Design
Trust jury (Leslie McBeth for the
Design Trust for Public Space)
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“It’s probably, next to the Brooklyn Bridge, our
most iconic location. It has many uses, all of which
are good, but it needs to be more cohesive. It
needs to flow better. The idea isn’t to cut back on
traffic, but to make traffic more friendly to
pedestrians…We think the contest is a great plan.”
Tupper Thomas, Administrator, Prospect Park

The Competition

The Selection Process

The Reinventing Grand Army Plaza ideas competition challenged
entrants to create bold visions that express the spirit of Brooklyn
right now. The competition website (http://www.reinventinggap.org)
went live in February 2008. The interactive competition brief
challenged prospective entrants to understand the communities
surrounding the Plaza, and to develop schemes that could serve
and delight an economically and socially diverse population. To that
end, extensive resources were provided to enable entrants to
address the Plaza’s practical challenges—vehicular and pedestrian
circulation, plantings, preservation, etc.—including photographs,
base maps, historical information, and social and economic statistics.
In a testament to this great civic space, almost 200 teams submitted
innovative and exciting redesign ideas from all around the globe.

A distinguished, independent jury judged the submissions through
a 2-part process. Jurors made their first cut through a custom online
interface, individually reviewing and voting on every proposal. This
resulted in a shortlist of 30 proposals. Then on June 2, 2008, jurors
convened at the Brooklyn Public Library’s main branch to review
the final 30 proposals and select three prizewinners (first prize was
$5,000; second: $2,000; and third: $1,000). Throughout the entire
jury process, all designs remained anonymous.

Reinventing Grand Army
Plaza competition jury, Brooklyn
Public Library, Summer 2008
(Leslie McBeth for the Design
Trust for Public Space

above:

Page from the competition
website (Design concept by
SoCity, web development by
Whatcould)
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The Exhibit
From September 13 through October 13, 2008, plans by the 30
finalists were exhibited in a free, outdoor, large-scale exhibition in
the center of Grand Army Plaza. Designed by Pentagram, the exhibit
was the first temporary public installation of any kind to be mounted
around the Bailey Fountain. An assembly of 14 large cubes measuring
8 by 8 feet formed a rectangle around the fountain; each cube displayed information about the community and the competition, along
with images from the 30 finalists schemes.
This unprecedented public exhibit allowed New Yorkers to join some
of the world’s top design professionals in re-imagining Grand Army
Plaza while standing right on site. On the exhibit’s opening day, crowds
poured into the center of Grand Army Plaza like never before—arriving
by foot, bicycle, stroller, roller blades, skateboard and car to see the
competition entries and enjoy music and dance performances. This
powerful public response demonstrated unequivocally the Plaza’s
untapped potential as a venue for public events.

left to right: Reinventing Grand
Army Plaza exhibit surrounding
the Bailey Fountain, in the center
of Grand Army Plaza
top right: Visitors on opening day
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top left: A view of the exhibit
and the Soldiers and Sailors
Memorial Arch

Reinventing Grand
Army Plaza exhibit surrounding
the Bailey Fountain

Bottom left:

top right: The exhibit was lit at
night via solar-powered lights
housed within the cubes (Chris
Kannen for the Design Trust
for Public Space)

BOTTOM right: Designers
explaining their submissions to
exhibit visitors on opening day
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Ideas Into Reality
The Reinventing Grand Army Plaza ideas competition elicited persuasive visions for the Plaza’s redesign, laying the groundwork for
a Plaza that will be more beautiful, support a range of public events,
and provide safer and easier access for pedestrians, motorists and
cyclists alike. Presenting these visions publicly through the exhibit
—to local communities and to city agents responsible for the site—
achieved multiple goals.
Perhaps most importantly, this project awakened a sense of possibility.
Notwithstanding recent incremental improvements, Grand Army
Plaza has long occupied its current configuration. Public uses have
been largely passive, with the exception of the Green Market, and
have been limited to those willing to brave continuous hazardous
traffic surrounding the beautiful central oval. For the most part, local
communities evinced no awareness that a comprehensive renovation
of the Plaza was possible, or that it could lead to an improved quality
of life. Although community outreach by the Design Trust revealed
general pride in the Plaza’s appearance, there was no sense that an
improved Plaza could play an important role in helping surrounding
residents inhabit their own lives more fully. This limited sense of the
Plaza’s capacities included the many proximate cultural institutions,

which were not extending their programming into the Plaza. The
Reinventing Grand Army Plaza Exhibit demonstrated how a compelling public event would draw visitors to the Plaza, even under
current traffic conditions.
Reinventing Grand Army Plaza’s many site proposals—and the success
of the exhibit itself—convincingly made the case for a comprehensive
redevelopment of a scale far beyond the piecemeal improvements
undertaken in recent years. Since the exhibit, the Design Trust and
the Grand Army Plaza Coalition have continued their efforts to move
this project from ideas into reality. The ultimate goal is to secure
capital funding for a comprehensive renovation of the Plaza that integrates pedestrian and vehicular traffic with the Plaza’s open spaces
in a safe, seamless, and beautiful way.
GAPCo should continue building on the relationship forged through
this project to spearhead an effort urging the City of New York to
make a renovation of Grand Army Plaza a priority for the upcoming
year. At the same time, efforts should be made to communicate the
need for this renovation to city, state, and federal elected officials,
and to seek their support for a capital allocation.
A capital allocation for the full renovation would include funding for
design. However, GAPCo may wish to undertake private fundraising
to support creation of a preliminary design by a design firm it selects
independently. This preliminary design could be a schematic plan,
which is the first phase of a master plan. It could also take the form
of a circulation plan, which looks more narrowly at the flow of movement, including cars, bicycles, and pedestrians. Ideally, any site proposal
would be supported by a traffic study, statistically analyzing the
scheme’s feasibility in terms of traffic volumes and flow. The Department of Transportation would need to conduct, or collaborate on,
such a traffic study.

Michael Cairl from the
Grand Army Plaza Coalition
speaking with exhibit visitors
about the future of the Plaza

ABOVE:
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A GAPCo-generated community vision for the Plaza would strongly
send the message that the Grand Army Plaza community will be a
constructive partner in the renovation. It would also establish GAPCo
as the owner of the vision, and as a practical matter, the client in
any renovation process. By taking this first visioning step independent
of a capital allocation, GAPCo could demonstrate its leadership and
set the design bar high for this remarkable site.

GRAND
ARMY PLAZA
THE HEART
OF BROOKLYN
“As the gateway to Prospect Park and the heart
of Brooklyn’s unique ‘cultural campus’, Grand
Army Plaza should take advantage of its natural
and architectural beauty, rich history, and location to welcome visitors and connect residents
of the surrounding communities…We are thrilled
to be working with the Design Trust for Public
Space and the Grand Army Plaza Coalition on
Reinventing Grand Army Plaza, a project that will
revitalize and transform Grand Army Plaza into
one of New York City’s premier community spaces.”
Ellen Salpeter, Director, Heart of Brooklyn

History
Grand Army Plaza has always been Brooklyn’s crossroads. During
Native American times, the primary trail between farming communities
in Brooklyn’s south and river-oriented communities in the north ran
through Grand Army Plaza, along the route of today’s Flatbush Avenue.
In the mid-19th century, civic leaders transformed the barren promontory that is now Grand Army Plaza into a haven for civic amenities,
catalyzing change in Brooklyn’s geographic, social and cultural core.
Mount Prospect (just east of the Plaza) became the city’s reservoir;
the land surrounding it ultimately included the borough’s most
significant cultural institutions. As construction of Prospect Park began,
so did construction of new neighborhoods: Park Slope, Prospect
Heights, and Crown Heights. City planners laid out Prospect Park
West, Plaza Street, Union Street and Eastern Parkway.

Historic photo
of the Soldiers and
Sailors Memorial
Arch, Grand Army Plaza
(Picture Collection, The
Branch Libraries, The
New York Public Library,
Astor, Lenox and Tilden
Foundations)

top right: Historic
photo of Grand Army
Plaza, 1926 (Milstein
Division of United
States History, Local
History & Geneology,
The New York Public
Library, Astor, Lenox
and Tilden Foundations)

Looking from the
Plaza towards Prospect
Heights, with the
Brooklyn Public Library in
the distance.

BOTTOM:

top left:

MIDDLE:
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Aerial view
of Grand Army Plaza,
2008 (Ethan Kent
for Project for Public
Spaces)

Grand Army Plaza was the hub of these civic enterprises, and the
geographic and cultural heart of Brooklyn. Accordingly, the Plaza was
designed by famed landscape designers Frederick Law Olmsted and
Calvert Vaux to be a parade ground and central gathering space for all
surrounding community activities. The Plaza was also created to be
the formal entrance to Prospect Park—Olmsted and Vaux’s solution
to the problem of integrating the bucolic park with the hurly-burly of
Brooklyn traffic.
At first the Plaza featured only a simple fountain surrounded by berms
(raised earth mounds). It became more “grand” over time, with the
additions of the Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Arch (1892), the equestrian
sculptures atop the arch (1901), Stanford White’s eagle-topped columns
(1896), and the Bailey Fountain (1932–the fourth fountain at that
location). Originally known as “The Plaza” and then “Prospect Park
Plaza,” the name “Grand Army Plaza” was formally bestowed in
1926 to mark the 60th anniversary of the end of the Civil War.
Traffic safety was a problem in the Plaza since wheels hit its roadways;
in the 1920s the Plaza hosted a 20-foot tall ‘Death-O-Meter’ that
reported traffic-related fatalities on the Plaza and in Brooklyn. Today,
Grand Army Plaza remains Brooklyn’s largest and busiest traffic
circle, sitting at the junction of 5 major roads–Flatbush Avenue,
Vanderbilt Avenue, Eastern Parkway, Prospect Park West, and Union
Street. With approximately 4,000 cars passing through each hour,
its most obvious duty is traffic distributor.
However, beyond the traffic, amenities within and around the Plaza
are astounding. The main branch of the Brooklyn Public Library
anchors the southeast corner, pointing up Eastern Parkway toward
the Brooklyn Botanic Garden and the Brooklyn Museum. Prospect
Park, Olmsted and Vaux’s masterpiece, beckons. The proliferation
of elegant 19th century brownstone homes in the vibrant adjacent
neighborhoods, and the 20th century apartment buildings ringing
Plaza Street, testify to the area’s appeal, as does the success of the
Green Market, the Holiday Lights, and the various other programmed
events within the Plaza.

The Site
The Plaza consists of 4 concentric ellipses: Plaza Street and its buildings, the berms, the avenues and major interchanges, and the central
islands. Along the outermost ellipse, Plaza Streets West and East,
stately apartment houses of various vintage gaze placidly across the
quiet residential street to Vaux’s innovative berms. These berms
provide a visual and aural barrier, protecting apartment dwellers from
the traffic noise of the major through-streets—Flatbush Avenue and
Vanderbilt Avenue—that run within the berms’ ellipse. These avenues
cut through the Plaza Street ellipse from the north, cross each other,
and run on to the expanse of pavement at the south end of the Plaza,
where they meet Eastern Parkway, Union Street, and Prospect Park
West. Nestled within this Vanderbilt/Flatbush ellipse is the final ellipse—
the central island, containing both the Bailey Fountain and the
Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Memorial Arch (this area is commonly but
inaccurately referred to as Grand Army Plaza).
All entrants to the Reinventing Grand Army Plaza ideas competition
were provided with comprehensive resources and materials to help
them understand the challenges and opportunities presented
by current site conditions. A base map (see right) illustrated site
topography, and indicated every bench, tree, shrub, and paving
type throughout the site’s 11+ acres.
Entrants were also provided with Department of City Planning geographic information for the Plaza’s surrounding neighborhoods, including street lines and tax blocks, as well as panoramic photos of the
Plaza taken from 25 different perspectives throughout the site (these
resources are still online, and can be found on the competition
website: http://designtrust.org/projects/gap/resources/).
To date, a significant barrier to reworking Grand Army Plaza holistically has been the fact that its 11 acres are controlled and managed
by two different New York City agencies: the Department of Parks and
Recreation (Parks) and the Department of Transportation (DOT). Parks
manages the Arch, central oval, and berms, while DOT determines
traffic patterns, maintains roads, controls signals and signs, and
manages small pedestrian islands. Further, the Plaza lies at the border
of three City Council Districts, three Community Boards, and four
distinct neighborhoods. Consequently, no single agency or jurisdictional entity has undertaken the kind of comprehensive evaluation
and redesign that would be necessary to realize the Plaza’s potential.

Base map of Grand Army
Plaza (Prospect Park Alliance)

ABOVE:
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Surrounding Neighborhoods
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Prospect-Lefferts Gardens;
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Over 300,000 people live in the three Community Board districts
bordering Grand Army Plaza. That’s the equivalent of Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania; Buffalo, New York; or Anchorage, Alaska. Not only are
Brooklyn Community Boards 6, 8 and 9 dense, they are noticeably
diverse—more than one in three residents of these neighborhoods
are foreign-born (16.4%, 30.4% and 46.2% respectively). In addition
to calling Brooklyn home, the people who live near Grand Army Plaza
can do the same for Barbados, Canada, China, Colombia, Cuba, the
Dominican Republic, Ghana, Guyana, Haiti, Italy, Jamaica, Trinidad
and Tobago, Mexico, Nigeria, Panama, Russia and the United Kingdom.
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Grand Army Plaza sits at the confluence of several diverse neighborhoods. As a public space, freely and equally available to all, the
Plaza is uniquely positioned to be a communal space for surrounding
communities. However, safety concerns and confusing circulation
patterns encourage users to skirt the Plaza’s edges, instead of moving
through its center. To date, public events have been largely limited
to the Green Market, whose success is a testament to the Plaza’s
utility as a gathering space.

Ilustrated maps showing
Grand Army Plaza’s context
within NYC and the surrounding
neighborhoods (Claudia
Brandenburg/Language Arts)

ABOVE:

The Community Speaks
In January 2008, the Design Trust staff surveyed area residents, local
business owners, community groups and local elected officials about
their thoughts, frustrations, and dreams for the Plaza. A small selection
of their responses are included below:

What potential uses or opportunities for the Plaza might a redesign
incorporate?

“Grand Army Plaza has tremendous potential to act as a public
meeting space and a peaceful reprieve from urban life. However,
today it is disjointed from the neighborhood by a tangle of
streets and intersections that must be modified to welcome park
visitors traveling by foot and bicycle. The plaza, the arch, and
Prospect Park should serve as a continuous space connected
by pedestrian-friendly paths. Landscaping around the plaza should
be designed to maximize stormwater retention. Visibility to Bailey
Fountain should be improved to better establish it as a focal
point of the plaza and increase the safety of park users.”
Cheryl Huber, Research Director, New Yorkers for Parks, and
neighborhood resident
“The expansion of the Green Market, possibly into the center
of the Plaza. The creation of programmed events in the heart of
the Plaza. The possible creation of an eatery in the center of the
Plaza, à la the Shake Shack in Madison Square Park. Movie nights,
à la Bryant Park, with a big screen suspended from the Arch. The
possibilities are limited only by the extent of our imaginations.”
Eric McClure, Park Slope Neighbors

“Grand Army Plaza is hard to navigate and it
serves as a barrier between Crown Heights and
Park Slope. But it’s beautiful. During the holidays,
walking around the Plaza, it feels like Paris.”
Claire, Crown Heights resident

What existing problems could be addressed by a Plaza redesign?

“The biggest problem that could be addressed, in my opinion,
is pedestrian access to and through the Plaza’s heart. Foot
traffic is discouraged by poor design. But the best way to
rediscover the current Plaza’s assets is to walk through it,
from various angles, from multiple perspectives. Without
improved foot traffic, without getting people to use the space,
there is no point in adding any value to the heart of the Plaza.”
Rob Witherwax, Coordinator, Grand Army Plaza Coalition
“Pedestrian access to Grand Army Plaza should be addressed.
If the Plaza is to be accessible to the public, traffic-calming
measures are required. Traffic circulation and current signage should be addressed to improve public safety and ease
traffic congestion. Landscaping including benches, sidewalk
treatment, and traffic triangles should be improved upon.”
Michael Cetera, Park Committee Chair, Community Board 9
(includes Prospect-Lefferts Gardens and part of Crown Heights)

A competition winner speaking
with a local resident
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Response from Around the World

272 entrants
from 24 countries
Argentina, Australia, Austria,
Belgium, Canada, China,
Columbia, Czech Republic,
Egypt, France, Germany,
Greece, Indonesia, Israel,
Italy, Japan, Korea, Mexico,
Netherlands, Portugal,
Russia, Spain, UK, USA

AND 88 CITIES
7
1
1
1
1
1

Buenos Aires, Argentina
Sydney, Australia
Strathfield, Australia
St.Pölten, Austria
Borgerhout, Belgium
Antwerp, Belgium

1
5
1
2
1
1
3
1
1
13
5
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
2

Brussels, Belgium
Toronto, Canada
Montreal, Canada
Longueuil, Canada
Kitchener Waterloo, Canada
Shanghai, China
Medellin, Columbia
Jesenik, Czech Republic
Egypt
Paris, France
Nantes, France
Strasburg, France
Les Lilas, France
Tours, France
Hagen, Germany
Berlin, Germany
Thessaloniki, Greece
Depok, Indonesia
Jakarta, Indonesia
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1
3
3
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
4
1
2
1
1

Hifa, Israel
Bologna, Italy
Dueville-Vicenza, Italy
Cagliari, Italy
Saitama-Ken, Japan
Seoul, Korea
Corregidora, Mexico
Utrecht, The Netherlands
Porto, Portugal
Leça da Palmeira, Portugal
Caldas da Rainha, Portugal
Rostov-on-Don, Russia
Madrid, Spain
Dublin, Ireland, UK
London, Great Britain
Bristol, Great Britain
North Lanarkshire, Scotland
Glasgow, Scotland
Scottsdale, Arizona

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
4
1
1
4
6
1
1
1
1
13
1
1
2
1
55
4
1
50
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
1
1
1
6
1
1
1

Claremont, California
Davis, California
Los Angeles, California
San Francisco, California
Venice, California
Aspen, Colorado
Cheshire, Connecticut
Marbledale, Connecticut
Destin, Florida
Miami, Florida
Athens, Georgia
Atlanta, Georgia
Marietta, Georgia
Boston, Massachusetts
Cambridge, Massachusetts
Somerville, Massachusetts
Wayland, Massachusetts
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Asheville, N. Carolina
Brevard, N. Carolina
Charlotte, N. Carolina
Wilmington, N. Carolina
Edgewater, New Jersey
Jersey City, New Jersey
South Amboy, New Jersey
Brooklyn, New York
Ithaca, New York,
New Rochelle, New York
Manhattan, New York
Ossining, New York
Pittsford, New York
Staten Island, New York
Syracuse, New York
Granville, Ohio
Pataskala, Ohio
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Rock Hill, S. Carolina
Arlington, Texas
Bryan, Texas
College Station, Texas
Houston, Texas
Seattle, Washington
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

THE
REINVENTING
GRAND ARMY
PLAZA
COMPETITION
“Grand Army Plaza is much more than an entrance
to Prospect Park and the confluence of several
major roads, it is a destination in and of itself.”
Janette Sadik-Khan, Commissioner, NYC Dept. of Transportation

65

Competition Brief

Requirements

Extensive briefing materials were assembled for competition entrants
describing the physical qualities of the site as well as information
on the surrounding neighborhoods’ social and cultural characteristics.
The 30-page Briefing Book included the following:

Who Could Enter

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Information on the purpose and procedures of the competition
Site Description
History
Neighborhood Profiles
Community Voices
Resources and Base maps (included autocad base maps, site images,
GPS links, Department of Transportation traffic counts, and more)
Schedule, Fees, Submission Requirements
Who Can Enter
Application Process
Deadlines and Rules
Exhibition and Publication
Awards
Jury
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The Reinventing Grand Army Plaza ideas competition was open to all
interested entrants. Individuals, teams, professionals, students, artists
and others were all encouraged to contribute their visions. There was
a required $30 fee to enter.

Submission Requirements
All entrants were required to submit their proposal digitally through the
competition website. All entrants had to submit a project description,
their design philosophy, and four drawings, renderings or images. Any
medium could be employed to produce these images. Required images
included:
1. Site Plan
2. Representative Section
3. Perspective
4. Perspective
Four additional images were permitted, but not required. These images
could include details of key design elements (plans, sections, elevations,
etc.), additional sections or perspectives, or other representations
that help communicate key design principles.

Selection Criteria
The best public spaces allow you to be yourself—an independent human
being with a unique vision of the world—while also communicating the
message that you are a valued and important member of the larger community. To achieve this goal, designers and planners rely on criteria
to evaluate whether a particular public space will be successful.
The Reinventing Grand Army Plaza competition jury used the criteria
described here in their review of the competition entries.

Does this scheme improve Grand Army Plaza’s:
Circulation: enabling all users (vehicular, pedestrian, bicycle, etc.)
to move safely and easily through and within the Plaza
Connectivity: providing links and easy passage from the Plaza to
surrounding neighborhoods, and from one area within the Plaza
to another
Beauty: giving pleasure to the mind and senses
Natural Systems: integrating natural phenomenon and systems—like
stormwater runoff, plant communities, animal migrations—with the
Plaza’s human uses

The Jury Criteria panel
from the exhibit

ABOVE:

Program: creating new services, opportunities, or activities for visitors
Diversity: increasing the Plaza’s capacity to serve a range of users
Contextuality: strengthening the Plaza’s connection to its cultural,
historical, or physical context
Originality/Creativity: bringing something new or innovative
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Competition Jury
The jury included planners, landscape architects, designers, artists,
community activists, city officials, local residents, and community
stakeholders. The members of the jury were:

in the 1980s. Since then, she has consulted with several landscape
architecture firms including Michael Vergason, Alexandria, Virginia,
and Van Valkenburgh Associates, Cambridge.

Jonathan Butler
Editor, Brownstoner.com

Benjamin G. Perez
Senior Professional Associate,
Parsons Brinckerhoff

Jonathan Butler is the founder and editor of Brownstoner.com, the
leading blog about Brooklyn real estate, architecture and preservation.
Launched in October 2004, the blog currently attracts about 100,000
readers a month. In April 2008, Jonathan launched Brooklyn Flea,
the largest flea market in Brooklyn, on a 40,000-square-foot lot in
Fort Greene. Prior to starting Brownstoner, Jonathan spent a decade
as a journalist, venture capitalist and real estate investor. He has a BA
in History from Princeton University and an MBA from NYU’s Stern
School of Business. He currently resides in Clinton Hill, Brooklyn with
his wife and two children.

Elizabeth Meyer
Assoc. Professor, Landscape Architecture,
Univ. of Virginia
Elizabeth Meyer is an associate professor and former Landscape
Architecture Department Chair at the University of Virginia. Previously,
Meyer taught at Harvard and Cornell. She is nationally recognized as
an outstanding scholar and teacher, with honors and awards from the
Council of Educators in Landscape Architecture, the American Society
of Landscape Architects, and the University of Virginia. Ms. Meyer
is a Fellow of the American Society of Landscape Architects, and a
registered landscape architect who worked for EDAW and Hanna/Olin

Senior Professional Associate with Parsons Brinckerhoff, Benjamin
Perez offers over 20 years of experience in transportation planning and
policy. He has led master planning efforts in the United States and
abroad and completed important research assignments for the Federal
Highway Administration, Transportation Research Board, the American
Council of Consulting Engineers and the National Cooperative Highway
Research Program. He is a national expert in the use of roadway pricing
as a means to manage congestion. He has served as project manager
for the first technical investigation of congestion pricing in New York
City and is the author of several resource documents on tolling, pricing,
and managed lanes. He holds a M.S. in Urban Planning from Columbia
University and is a member of the American Institute of Certified
Planners. He is a 20-year resident of Park Slope and Prospect Heights,
the last 11 of which have been spent on Grand Army Plaza.

Milton Puryear
Founder and Trustee,
Brooklyn Greenway Initiative
Milton Puryear is a co-founder and consultant to Brooklyn Greenway
Initiative (BGI), dedicated to creating continuous waterfront access
along fourteen miles of Brooklyn’s waterfront where there has been
Reinventing Grand Army
Plaza competition jury, Brooklyn
Public Library, Summer 2008
(Leslie McBeth for the Design
Trust for Public Space)

PHOTOS:
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no public access since the early 1990s. Recognizing a window of
opportunity in transitions in land use, he helped build a broad-based
consensus for a greenway to connect multiple waterfront neighborhoods
and new waterfront parks. He is currently co-chair of the interagency
Technical Advisory Committee that coordinates agency participation in
the project and is coordinating final phases of planning and commencement of design of the first 6 miles of the route.

Ellen Salpeter
Director, Heart of Brooklyn
Ellen F. Salpeter has almost two decades of not-for-profit experience
in arts and culture. As the founding Director of Heart of Brooklyn,
Ms. Salpeter is frequently asked to share strategies with other cultural
clusters that recognize the power of partnership. She is also sought
after to moderate panels and discussions on issues in contemporary
art and culture. Ms. Salpeter has stewarded the organization through
its start-up phase including major community, commercial revitalization and consumer research projects. Ms. Salpeter received a Bachelor
of Science in Business Administration from Georgetown University.

Ken Smith
Ken Smith Landscape Architects
Ken Smith is a landscape architect who has worked on a wide variety
of national and international projects, in both private and public practice.
His background and training is in landscape architecture and in the
fine arts. His interests include landscape design of varying scale, with
a particular emphasis on projects that explore the symbolic content 		
and expressive power of landscape as an art form. He is committed to
creating landscapes, especially parks and other public spaces, with
vision and meaning as a way of improving the quality of urban life. 		
Educated at Iowa State University and Harvard University Graduate 		
School of Design, his practice is based in New York City. He is active 		
as an educator and serves as a Visiting Lecturer at Harvard University 		
Graduate School of Design.

Elizabeth Streb
Streb Laboratory for Action Mechanics
Elizabeth Streb was awarded a John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur
Foundation “Genius” Award in 1997. She holds a B.S. in Modern
Dance from SUNY Brockport from which she has received an honorary
doctorate of fine arts as well. Elizabeth Streb is the recipient of

numerous other awards and fellowships including the Guggenheim 		
Fellowship in 1987; a Brandeis Creative Arts Award in 1991; two
New York Dance and Performance Awards (Bessie Awards). Once
called the Evel Knievel of dance, Elizabeth Streb’s choreography,
which she calls “PopAction,” intertwines the disciplines of dance,
athletics, boxing, rodeo, the circus, and Hollywood stunt-work. In
2003 Streb established S.L.A.M. in Brooklyn, NY. S.L.A.M.’s door is
literally open for the community to come in and watch rehearsals,
take classes and learn to fly.

Michael Van Valkenburgh
Michael Van Valkenburgh Associates, INC.
As lead principal of MVVA Inc., with offices in New York City and
Cambridge, Michael Van Valkenburgh has designed a wide range of
project types including public parks like Teardrop Park and Brooklyn 		
Bridge Park in New York City. Van Valkenburgh was a Design Fellow
at the American Academy in Rome and has been the recipient of several
ASLA design awards including the President’s Top Design Award for
his Alumnae Valley Restoration in 2006. Van Valkenburgh has taught 		
at the Harvard Graduate School of Design since 1982. He received
a BS in landscape architecture from Cornell University and an MLA
from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. In 2008, Yale 		
University Press published a book on the work of MVVA, edited by
Anita Berrizbeitia.

Alexandros E. Washburn
Chief Urban Designer, NYC Dept. of City Planning
Alexandros E. Washburn, AIA, is the Chief Urban Designer of the City
of New York, Department of City Planning. His approach to urban
design combines both architecture and landscape architecture in a
fusion of ecology and urbanism. He is a professional architect whose
firm, W Architecture and Landscape Architecture, practices worldwide. He has an undergraduate major in biology from UNC Chapel Hill
and a Masters of Architecture from Harvard University. In 2006, he was
asked to join the Bloomberg administration as Chief Urban Designer
at the Department of City Planning. Alex lives with his family in Red
Hook, Brooklyn and is currently writing a book, The Nature of
Urban Design.
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TOP 30
ENTRANTS
“We saw how great a place it was with the historical charge and the urban possibilities in it, but
we also saw that these possibilities are a little
bit undervalued today. So that’s why we were
very happy to see the competition. . . . So the major
thing, if we want to reinvent GAP, first of all,
is we have to reinvent its circulation. Without
addressing circulation I don’t think we’ve really
resolved the problem of GAP.”
Andras Jambor, 2nd place prize winner

Themes and Strategies
Almost every COMPETITION entry addressed
three main site challenges:

Circulation (pedestrians, bicycles, and vehicles)

1. Improving site circulation for pedestrians, bicycles and vehicles
2. Creating new space and/or amenities to host site programs
3. Improving utilization of the space taken up by the berms (raised
earth mounds currently occupying 4 acres—over 1/3—of the site)

•

•

•
•
•
•

Within the participants’ diverse, varied proposals, we identified
a number of recurring strategies. In the project’s next phase, these
strategies will be the subject of further study and their potential
site impacts will be analyzed.

•
•

•
•
•
•

‘Close the gap’ between the Arch and the Park
Widen crosswalks and make them more visible
Strategically re-appropriate and/or close road surfaces
Dedicate Plaza Streets East and West to non-vehicular traffic
Direct all local traffic to Plaza Streets East and West
Allow temporary (weekend), non-vehicular occupation of roadway
Build tunnels for vehicular traffic
Reorganize traffic flow in all one direction or make two-way
(particularly Flatbush as the one north/south vehicle axis)
Create a conventional traffic circle
Add more traffic signals
Create traffic-calming paving treatments
Build an elevated pedestrian promenade or underpass

Program
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Threshold for Prospect Park
Café
Outdoor movie space
Pedestrian promenade
Amphitheatre
Permanent greenmarket home
Community gardens
Bike exchange station
Stormwater collection point
Brooklyn tourist information hub

Berms
•
•
•
•

Remove
Occupy with program
Use for traffic–above or below ground
Cut through for paths
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Anchoring Grand Army Plaza to Brooklyn
Emilie Graham 
New York, NY, USA
A wide pedestrian promenade stretches
from the Park through the Plaza. Berms are
removed, traffic is pushed to the Plaza’s
edges, and the center oval is expanded. A
series of ‘green rooms’ support activities
that draw visitors.

Features
• berms removed
• traffic pushed to Plaza’s edges, expanding
center oval
• north/south pedestrian promenade; market
space and café patio
• ‘green rooms’ provide quiet outdoor spaces
for various uses
• new crosswalks at junctions of side
streets to east and west
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The Aqua Plaza: An Idea for a New Urban
Hydro-Scape Typology
Eugene Kwak, Phanat Xanamane
New York, NY, USA
A series of connected water features—“hydroscapes”—transform Grand Army Plaza into
the central node of a neighborhood waterharvesting, filtration and irrigation system
that is educational, beautiful and functional.

Features
• elevated nursery terraces and greenhouses
with public garden plots bridge the eastern
roadway
• water mist screen for film projection
• water retention pond for collecting/ filtering
water replaces north berm
• Bailey Fountain removed; central oval
becomes “Riparian Ravine” with creek
surrounded by meadows
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Back to the Island
Johannes Neumann 
Architektur Neumann 
Hagen, Germany

Taking advantage of the proximity
of Prospect Park’s green spaces, this
scheme re-imagines the Plaza as a
flexible, more urban space that could
be used for a range of public events
including markets, festivals, art
shows, etc.
Features
•
•

•

•

•

berms removed
traffic pushed to Plaza’s edges,
expanding center oval to form large
urban plaza
2 bridges for pedestrians/bicyclists
connect Plaza Streets East and West
to center oval
underpass for pedestrians/bicyclists
connects Prospect Park to center oval
café and lounge bring people to the
Plaza at all hours of day
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Brooklyn Green Continuum: A Resilient Urban Plaza
Flora Chen 
Jersey City, NJ, USA

The Plaza’s location within the
proposed Brooklyn-Queens greenway
bike route is emphasized by a bike
exchange station inside the Arch. The
eastern roadway is closed to cars on
weekends for use by the greenmarket.
Features
•

•
•

•

•

•

Plaza linked to Brooklyn/Queens
bike greenway route
bike exchange installed at Arch
new home for greenmarket on
eastern roadway
pedestrian underpass from Prospect
Park
berms leveled and opened as
parkland
center oval slopes to rainwater
collection basin; water used for
irrigation
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City & Park Meet on Slope’s Venues
Jean-Baptiste Cueille
Paris, France
“Slow” transportation is prioritized here, as
Plaza Streets East and West are closed to
cars, becoming a circular promenade for
pedestrians and bicyclists. On the roadways,
wide striped crosswalks send a strong visual
message of pedestrians’ importance.

Features
pedestrian/ bicycle promenade replaces
traffic on Plaza Streets
• large pedestrian crosswalks slow traffic
• a series of outdoor covered terraces
function as communal porches and
gathering spaces
•
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Community Commons
Jordi Safont-Tria, Lorna Asseo,
Ricardo Zurita, Sandra Pires,
Til Globig
Zurita Architects
New York, NY, USA
A landscaped surface bridges over the roadway, connecting surrounding neighborhoods
and providing an un-programmed open space.
Beneath the surface, the subway entrance/
exit, car traffic and bike rental station create
a transportation hub.

Features
• berms extended to create new landscaped
surface over roadway
• subway station moved into Plaza
• café, bike rental, information center
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Conducting Landscapes
Tyler Caine, Antonio Dellomo,
Shelby Doyle, Brandon Specketer
New York, NY, USA
Circulation is made safer by simplifying and
clarifying intersections between cars, bicycles,
and pedestrians. Berms are removed, traffic
is pushed to the Plaza’s edges, and the
center oval is expanded to include a wide,
protected pedestrian/bicycle path.

Features
• traffic pushed to Plaza’s edges,
expanding center oval
• bicycle/pedestrian path protected by visual
and acoustic barrier
• road repaved with cobblestones to calm
traffic
• bicycle rental and parking
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Counter Slope
Na Sun, Xinghua Zhao
Jersey City, NJ, USA
The north end of the center Plaza is raised,
creating a slope that is counter to the existing
incline, with the goal of integrating multiple
accesses and sub-divided internal spaces.
Pathways and underpasses facilitate pedestrian travel.

Features
• pedestrian underpass with triangular
skylights
• pathways through berms
• stage for outdoor events
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Curano Cor
Andrew Sullivan 
Office of Cheryl Barton
San Francisco, CA, USA
Roadways east and west of the central Plaza
are placed below ground. The area above
becomes a broad green bridge, enabling
establishment of a path for pedestrians
and bicyclists. To the south, a tree-lined
pedestrian zone fronts the entrance to
Prospect Park.

Features
• vehicular traffic moved below ground
• pedestrian path along berm ridge provides
views
• Bailey fountain relocated to north end of
enlarged central oval
• east/west tree-lined promenade guides
visitors into Plaza center
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Cut + Occupy
Joshua Barkan, Mike Ness
New York, NY, USA
New crosswalks connect surrounding neighborhoods to a series of paths that are cut
through the berms and lead to the Plaza’s
center. Communal spaces are carved out
of the formerly inaccessible berm space.

Features
• existing traffic patterns retained
• paths through and along ridge of berms
• communal spaces in berms include café,
playground, badminton & bocce courts,
grill area
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GAP Amplification G.A.P.
Animesh Nayak, J. Arthur Liu,
Vishwadeep Deo
Brooklyn, NY, USA
A raised, sloped lawn over the central Plaza
provides expansive views into Prospect Park.
The subterranean landscape created beneath this slope is available for a range of
activities, including an east/west pedestrian
underpass linking the Plaza to surrounding
neighborhoods.

Features
• large, sloped lawn creates new subterranean landscape
• 2 east/west pedestrian tunnels
• road pavement replaced with brick at all
major Plaza entrances
• existing traffic patterns and berms remain
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gap BOOMERANG
Rebecca Kainer
Philadelphia, PA, USA
An arching, transparent, illuminated pedestrian bridge provides a grand entry with views
through the Arch to Prospect Park, and spans
traffic to provide pedestrian/bicycle access
from neighborhoods east and west. Wide
pedestrian walkways cut through the berms
and link the bridge to crosswalks.

Features
• illuminated, east-west pedestrian bridge
to plaza center
• stone walls for lounging and sitting
• grass amphitheater for concerts and events
• wide paths cut through berms
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Grand Army Plaza: Gateway to Brooklyn
Asaf Yogev, Craig Tooman 
Cutsogeorge Tooman & Allen
Architects, P.C.
New York, NY, USA
The Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Memorial Arch is
transformed into a gateway and information
center for explorations of Brooklyn’s many
recreational, cultural, and educational
activities.

Features
• arch is open to the public, with public
viewing platform at top
• glass enclosed area below arch serves as
grand entrance to information center
• below-grade, open-air amphitheatre created
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Grand Prospect Park
Gilat Lovinger
Brooklyn, NY, USA
The 4 acres of berms are reclaimed for use as
a woodsy urban park and improved threshold
for Prospect Park. The existing fences and
understory growth are removed to open views
and provide a sense of safe streets.

Features
• berms are opened to the public and new
pedestrian paths are added
• stormwater is collected for irrigation and
supply Bailey Fountain
• north end of Plaza closed to traffic on
weekends
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Green Army Plaza
Michael Arad
Handel Architects
New York, NY, USA
Existing traffic lanes are covered with a
green embankment—similar to the berms
but larger and reinforced—that conceals
vehicular tunnels. This new green public
space becomes a formal curved promenade.

Features
• berms expanded to conceal vehicular
tunnels
• open lawn areas provide space for a variety
of activities
• formal, curved promenade
• pedestrian pathways radiate out from
Plaza center
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HIGHwalk
Caterina Roiatti, Robert
Traboscia, Angela Amoia, Jason
Atkins, Dennis Mendoza, Chun
Fang Huang, Kellen Giuda,
Sebastian Del Castillo
TRA Studio
New York, NY, USA
Existing traffic lanes are depressed below
grade and berms are extended to conceal
vehicular tunnels. At the apex of this new
green space is the “HIGHwalk,” a completely handicap-accessible scenic promenade for
pedestrians and bicyclists, providing views
of the Plaza and the city beyond.

Features
• berms expanded to conceal vehicular
tunnels
• closes the gap between the Plaza and
Prospect Park, using this space as a
permanent home for the greenmarket
• scenic promenade for bicycles and
pedestrians
• transportation hub at north end of Plaza
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The Historical Strip and the Activity Slopes
Hugues Leclercq
aotu architecture office ltd.
Shanghai, China
Berms are removed and traffic is pushed
to the Plaza’s edges to create large social
space available for a range of activities.
Green sloping areas surround this rectangular pedestrian plaza, offering a stage
for neighborhood activity.

Features
• berms removed
• all traffic pushed to Plaza Streets East
and West
• rectangular plaza provides north/south
“historical strip” for pedestrians, incorporating the Plaza’s monuments and a
new theater
• grassy slopes can be used in various ways–
picnic area, sculpture exhibition, café, etc.
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Making Connections in the Big Heart
Diane Klein, Matthew Moore
Hipbone Design LLC
New York, NY, USA
Moving the roadways out to the position of
the existing berms triples the size of the
central oval, creating space for permanent
and seasonal programs and facilities. Playgrounds, a seasonal outdoor movie theatre,
and a visitor’s center make the Plaza into
an active destination.

Features
• berms removed and traffic pushed to
Plaza’s edges, expanding center oval
• subway entrance/exit relocated to Plaza’s
center
• tall planters provide visual and sound
separation
• playgrounds, dog run, visitor’s center
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A Parade for Brooklyn: Cultivating Local Flavor
for Grand Army Plaza
Lori Marie Gibbs, Shin-pei Tsay
Brooklyn, NY, USA
Land freed up by making Flatbush Ave. the
main north/south thoroughfare is used for
urban agriculture and a community food system intended to connect culturally diverse
local neighborhoods.

Features
• Flatbush Ave. becomes 2-way north/south
auto route; all other traffic moves along
Plaza Streets East and West
• bike lanes added
• community gardens irrigated with rainwater
collection system
• fruit tree orchard, fitness track, amphitheatre
• greenmarket site, community center
and café
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Parkbridge on Top of Superoval
Martin Knuijt
OKRA Landschapsarchitecten 
Utrecht, The Netherlands
The Plaza’s roadways are turned into a perfect ellipse, optimizing traffic flow. A green
pedestrian bridge connects surrounding
neighborhoods to each other and the center
of the Plaza.

Features
• park bridge creates vistas and facilitates
pedestrian access to Plaza’s center
• large traffic circle for automobiles
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Plaza Street
Daniel Gonzalez Brenes,
Mary Lydecker
Somerville, MA, USA
The inner oval is transformed into a paved
space for community events and gatherings.
Pathways through the berms and new
crosswalks help pedestrians move through
the Plaza.

Features
• inner plaza paved, providing vehicle
access for festivals / greenmarket
• underground cisterns collect rainwater
• crosswalks link Flatbush and Eastern
Parkway directly to central Plaza
• rental kiosk for recreational equipment
(bikes, sleds, skates, etc.)
• greenmarket moves to central Plaza
• pathways across berms provide new vistas
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Prospect on Structure
Ashley Kelly
Brooklyn, NY, USA
This scheme illustrates how natural systems
can be woven through a highly developed
urban landscape. A pedestrian network connects cultural institutions with a gallery space
intended to be a borough-wide civic anchor.

Features
• Flatbush Ave. becomes 2-way north/south
auto route
• green fields close the gap between Plaza
and Park
• stormwater collection and retention system
• elevated boardwalk showcases Plaza
ecologies
• block-long Storefront Gallery
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Raised Edges
Tsutomu Bessho
Forest Hills, NY, USA
The berm edges are raised and connected to
the raised edges of the center Plaza, creating
semi-enclosed spaces. Paths on the berms
and two pedestrian bridges connect surrounding
neighborhoods with the central Plaza.

Features
• new pathways open berms to the public
• elevated walkways enable pedestrian
movement between Plaza, berms and city
• elevated viewing decks provide visitors
with views of Arch, Fountain, Prospect
Park and city
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SPLAT (Social Platform for Living, Arts, & Theater)
Dan Maxfield, James Biber,
James Bowman 
Pentagram Architects
New York, NY, USA
An elevated park spans the Plaza, connecting
it to the Park and bridging over existing
traffic. The expanded Plaza cleans auto exhaust
from vehicles passing below, collects/distributes rainwater for irrigation, and provides
flexible social spaces.

Features
• existing traffic patterns roofed over
• large flexible public space incorporates
hydraulic floor system to enable multiple
uses—theater, skating rink, pool, etc.
• existing trees are replanted on the platform and irrigated with filtered runoff
• ring of chimneys clean air and are lit to
act as iconic elements
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Urban Island or: How I Learned to Stop Worrying
and Love Flatbush Ave.
Babak Bryan, Jake LaChapelle
Brooklyn, NY, USA
A new transportation hub is created by
submerging Flatbush Ave. and cutting the
terrain to reveal the upper level of the
subway below. Prospect Park expands into
the spaces left above.

Features
• Flatbush Ave. submerged
• transportation hub connects bus/subway
routes; subway tracks are exposed
• Arch becomes formal Park entrance
• pedestrian bridge spans Flatbush,
includes an annex reading room to the
adjacent Library
• greenmarket moves to a new space
in west/center Plaza
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Winning back G.A.P.
Paul Quilligan 
Quilligan Architects
Dublin, IrelanD
Existing traffic patterns are roofed over at
the height of the berms, creating a large,
open pedestrian space. An aerial lift links
the Plaza to tProspect Park and draws
visitors.

Features
• existing traffic patterns roofed over,
bridging gap between Plaza and Prospect
Park
• aerial lift connects Plaza to the Park
• café
• two planted pergolas define the edges of
the center oval
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1st Place Prize Winner (tie) Please Wake Me Up!
Guillaume Derrien and
Gauthier le Romancer
Paris, France
Traffic is “squeezed” to the Plaza’s spine,
allowing the berm areas to reconnect with
surrounding residential neighborhoods.
Safety is increased by replacing unpredictable traffic movement with regular intersections. A generous, open, urban square
bridges that gap between Park and Plaza,
and offers a sense of tranquility and
expansiveness. A market hall becomes the
greenmarket’s year-round home.

Features
• Plaza is connected to Prospect Park via
large pedestrian mall
• traffic circle becomes a square with
regular intersections
• flexible open space for various activities
• new building creates year-round home
for greenmarket
• magnificent vistas to the park through
the arch from the pedestrian mall
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1st Place Prize Winner (tie) Canopy
People’s Choice Award Winner
Anne-Sophie Coué, Christian
Matteau, Stephane Mauget,
Chrystelle Sanaa
acc&s²
Nantes, France
“Canopy” stands for a strategy of spanning
different areas and uses with a connective
or sheltering roof. Green ‘canopies’ or roofdecks bridge over Flatbush Avenue, which
becomes the main north/south vehicle route,
freeing the west side of the Plaza for other
uses. Canopy-shaped forms become community
gardens at the west berm, and a canopy
shaped pool surrounds the Bailey Fountain.
This modern landscape brings natural beauty
to the Plaza without mimicking the pastoral
landscape of Prospect Park.

Features
Flatbush Avenue becomes 2-way north/
south auto route covered by elevated
parkland; all other traffic moves along
Plaza Streets East and West
• paved surface closes gap between
Prospect Park and Arch and gives
permanent home to greenmarket and
other activities
• berms opened and expanded for public
use
• visitor center at subway entrance
• community and experimental gardens
• network of low-grade ramps and paths
link all areas
• reserved area for taxis and bicycles
•
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2nd Place Prize Winner Urban Stripes
Vincent Hertenberger
and Andras Jambor
Paris, France
Grand Army Plaza is divided into five east/
west ‘stripes’, connecting communities on
either side of the Plaza. Each stripe has a
distinct appearance, plant community, and
use. The Plaza’s center becomes a large,
paved public space, with a pedestrian
crosswalk, which repositions the Plaza as
Prospect Park’s formal entry.

Features
• Flatbush Avenue becomes 2-way north/
south auto route; all other traffic moves
along Plaza Streets East and West
• ‘Field of Poles’ 18 feet high and illuminated with LED lights creates structure
for greenmarket; coverings can be
extended between poles for shelter
• reflecting pool, open-air amphitheatre,
urban ‘fall forest’
• kiosks for food, newspapers, bicycle rental
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3rd Place Prize Winner A Center for Brooklyn
James Garrison, Brandt Graves,
Michael King (Nelson/Nygaard),
Simon Kristak, Vanessa Moon,
Tim Peterson, Sal Tranchina,
Aaron Tweedie, Darshin Van
Parijs, Elliot White
Garrison Architects
Brooklyn, NY
A wide center Plaza is created by pushing
all traffic to a broad, tree-lined circular
boulevard that replaces the berms. The
expanded center becomes a platform for a
range of community activities, much like
Union Square or Bryant Park. An elevated
pedestrian promenade circles the Plaza,
provides views, and connects the Plaza’s
many elements.

Features
• berms removed
• traffic pushed to Plaza’s edges, expanding
center oval
• elevated pedestrian promenade
• traffic calmed by making Eighth Avenue
and Prospect Park West 2-way
• safety increased with T-intersections and
signals for both motorized traffic and
pedestrians/cyclists
• system of bikeways
• cafés, greenmarket, playground
• auditorium/performance space
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THE REINVENTING
GRAND
ARMY PLAZA
EXHIBITION
54 TITLE

Designing the Exhibit
The exhibit was designed by the world-renowned firm Pentagram,
who did both the architecture and the graphics. Their design
was bold, elegant and eye-catching. It successfully drew visitors
into the center of the Plaza like never before.

Pentagram’s renderings of the
exhibit design (Pentagram)
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Building the Exhibit
Built in 6 weeks and installed in just 2 days, this exhibit required
multiple teams to produce—from the local fabrication house who
constructed the cubes and the crane operator who lent his skills to
install them, to the Special Events office of Prospect Park who
prepared and maintained the site, to the Pentagram and Design
Trust staff who oversaw the installation. It was truly a magnificent
effort from all involved.

Installing the Reinventing
Grand Army Plaza exhibition,
September 10-11, 2008 (Chris
Kannen for the Design Trust
for Public Space)

PHOTOS:
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Opening Day Celebration
The exhibit opened to the public on Saturday, September 13th
with a celebration in the center of the plaza featuring live music,
food, guided exhibit tours, and opportunities to speak with competition entrants about their visions for the plaza. The highlight
of the afternoon was a free performance by Brooklyn’s own dance
troupe, Streb Lab for Action Mechanics (S.L.A.M.) and a concert
by the local Afro-pop band, Asiko. Sweet treats from Sweet Tooth
of the Tiger, a renegade bake sale, were also available.

PHOTOS:
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Opening day festivities
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Press Conference & Awards Ceremony
Joining the Design Trust's Executive Director, Deborah Marton, at
the Press Conference and Award Ceremony were Michael Cairl, Vice
Chair, Grand Army Plaza Coalition; Prospect Park Administrator
Tupper Thomas; Council Member Letitia James; Liam Kavanagh,
First Deputy Commissioner of the NYC Dept. of Parks & Recreation;
Bruce Schaller, Deputy Commissioner for Planning and Sustainability, NYC Dept. of Transportation; and Marty Markowitz, Brooklyn
Borough President.
Here are a few excerpts from the remarks made that day:

“Today, we mark the fact that not only have the communities
and talents in Brooklyn taken an interest in this flawed gem
called Grand Army Plaza, but the world has stepped up and
weighed in through the Reinventing Grand Army Plaza competition
sponsored by the Design Trust for Public Space in partnership
with GAPCo. The concepts that we are unveiling this weekend
are a selection of those that were submitted. They offer
exciting, fresh ideas. Each of them, in its own way, makes us
ask, ‘What if.’”
Michael Cairl, Vice Chair, GAPCo
“We welcome this competition as a terrific way to engage the
public and community and generate new ideas that will create
a vision of how GAP can serve as a world class entrance to
Prospect Park and function for all modes—auto, truck, bike
and pedestrian.”
Bruce Schaller, Deputy Commissioner for Planning and Sustainability, NYC Dept. of Transportation
“We have the most beautiful entrance to a park in the world…
It’s really fun to think about this space—which is beautiful
already—but it doesn’t work as well as it could. DOT has done
some great work to make it more accessible and they are
going to be doing more. I think all of us would love to see a
way that this is as great as the park that it attaches to. . . ”
Tupper Thomas, PROSPECT PARK ADMINISTRATOR

“I would also like to thank the Design Trust for
Public Space for their innovative approach to
community-based planning, and partnering with
GAPCo to realize the plaza’s full potential as
a world-class but uniquely Brooklyn icon. . .
Congratulations to the designers for they have
captured the majesty and grandeur of GAP, capturing the essence and elements of Brooklyn and
GAP. And those elements to me represent community, culture, history, commerce, parkland,
and yes, traffic. . .You have answered the question
which is: ‘can’t we all get along?’ And clearly
today the answer is ‘yes.’
Letitia James, COUNCIL MEMBER

“Let me thank all of my colleagues in government
and the various agencies, applauding the efforts
of some very creative people who want to make
our beautiful GAP even more beautiful, more
user-friendly, and safer for motorists, cyclists,
and pedestrians. It’s truly one of the most beautiful locations anywhere in this city and state.
The Design Trust for Public Space, Deborah Marton
and your colleagues, I salute you for organizing
this spirited competition, thank you, because
government does the best it can but thank God
we got folks like you that make us work better
in collaboration with you, thank you.
Marty Markowitz, BROOKLYN BOROUGH PRESIDENT
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Officials of the City
of New York and others at the
Reinventing Grand Army Plaza
opening day press conference,
September 12, 2008; From left
to right: Robert Minsky, GAPCo
member; Deborah Marton, Design
Trust for Public Space; Rob
Witherwax, Grand Army Plaza
Coalition; Andrew Saunders,
GAPCo member; Councilmember Letitia James, New York
City Council; Scott Medbury,
Brooklyn Botanic Garden; Bruce
Schaller, NYC Department of
Transporation; Tupper Thomas,
Prospect Park Alliance; Marty
Markowitz, Brooklyn Borough
President; Michael Cairl, Grand
Army Plaza Coalition; Ellen
Salpeter, Heart of Brooklyn;
Chris Hrones, NYC Dept. of
Transportation; Liam Kavanagh,
NYC Dept. of Parks & Recreation.

TOP LEFT:

bottom left: Guillaume Derrien

and Gauthier le Romancer,
in front of their award-winning
scheme, “Please Wake Me Up!”

top right: Stephane Mauget,

Anne-Sophie Coué, Chrystelle
Sanaa and Christian Matteau,
in front of their award-winning
scheme, “Canopy”

middle right: Vincent Herten-

berger and Andras Jambor, in
front of their award-winning
scheme, “Urban Stripes”

bottom right: Michael King

(Nelson/Nygaard), Tim Peterson
(Garrison Architects), Marty
Markowitz (Brooklyn Borough
President), Jim Garrison and
Darshin Van Parijs (Garrison
Architects) in front of the
award-winning scheme, “A
Center for Brooklyn”
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Press Coverage
PRINT AND WEB
Bizbash
Sept. 10, 2008
http://www.bizbash.com/newyork/content/
editorial/e9956.php

Brooklyn!!
Summer 2008
http://www.brooklyn-usa.org
Fall 2008
http://www.brooklyn-usa.org

Brooklyn Daily Eagle
March 27, 2008
http://www.brooklyneagle.com/categories/
category.php?category_id=31&id=23197

Brooklyn Paper
Sept. 4, 2008
http://www.brooklynpaper.com/stories/
31/35/31_35_sp_grand_army.html

Sept. 12, 2008
http://www.brownstoner.com/brownstoner/
archives/2008/09/grand_army_plaz.php

Curbed

February 2, 2008
http://www.streetsblog.org/2008/02/20/
ideas-competition-for-brooklyns-grandestplaza/

Sept. 12, 2008
http://curbed.com/archives/2008/09/12/
crazy_new_grand_army_plaza_ideas_
revealed.php

Sept.12, 2008
http://www.streetsblog.org/2008/09/12/
how-would-you-reinvent-grand-army-plaza/

Gothamist
Sept. 12, 2008
http://gothamist.com/2008/09/12/
reinventing_grand_army_plaza.
php?gallery11995Pic=2

Gowanus Lounge
Sept. 16, 2008
http://www.gowanuslounge.com/2008/09/
16/reinventing-grand-army-plaza-exhibitionup-winners-announced/

Landscape and Urbanism

Sept. 11, 2008
http://www.brooklynpaper.com/stories/
31/36/31_36_sp_grand_army.html

October 2008
http://landscapeandurbanism.blogspot.com/
2008/10/mind-gap.html

Sept. 18, 2008
http://www.brooklynpaper.com/stories/
31/37/31_37_sp_grand_army.html

The New York Times–City Section
(cover article)

Oct. 10, 2008
http://www.brooklynpaper.com/stories/
31/40/31_40_sp_grand_army.html

Brownstoner
March 6, 2008
http://www.brownstoner.com/brownstoner/
archives/2008/03/competition_to.php

Streetsblog

August 31, 2008
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/08/31/ny
region/thecity/31disp.html

The New York Times–City Room
August 29, 2008
http://cityroom.blogs.nytimes.
com/2008/08/29/reinventing-grand-armyplaza-giant-traffic-circle/
Sept. 12, 2008
http://cityroom.blogs.nytimes.com/2008/
09/12/imagining-grand-army-plaza-20/?hp
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Sept. 17, 2008
http://www.streetsblog.org/2008/09/17/
grand-army-plaza-reinvented/

Radio
WNYC
Sept. 22, 2008
http://www.wnyc.org/news/articles/109846

The Leonard Lopate Show
February 6, 2008
http://www.wnyc.org/shows/lopate/episodes/
2008/02/06/segments/93099
October 9, 2008
http://www.wnyc.org/shows/lopate/episodes/
2008/10/09/segments/112000

TELEVISION, VIDEO AND IMAGES
Brooklyn Community Access Television
Sept. 22, 2008

Design Trust Staff Blog
http://designtrust.blogspot.com/

Flickr
http://www.flickr.com/photos/triborough/
sets/72157607295185321/
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Our Sponsors

Special Thanks

This publication was made possible
through the generous support of:

Center for Urban Pedagogy (CUP)
NYC Department of Parks & Recreation
NYC Department of Transportation
Office of the Brooklyn Borough President
Pentagram
Architecture Team: James Biber,
Dan Maxfield, Michael Zweck-Bronner
Graphics Team: Michael Beirut, Michael
Gericke, Gillian DeSousa, Jennifer Rose,
Carolyn Thomas
Prospect Park Alliance
Tupper Thomas, Eugene Patron, Jasmine
Haynes, Lawrence Timberlake
SoCity / Jesse Raker
Streb Lab for Action Mechanics (S.L.A.M)
Sweet Tooth of the Tiger
Whatcould Web Design & Development
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The Reinventing Grand Army Plaza Exhibit
was made possible by our generous sponsors:
Major Support
The Double R Foundation
Pentagram
SDS Procida
The A. Woodner Fund
Independence Community Foundation
Richter + Ratner
Additional Support
Streb Lab for Action Mechanics (S.L.A.M)
NYC Dept. of Cultural Affairs
New York State Council on the Arts (NYSCA)
Blue Sky Bakery
Brooklyn Borough President’s Office
Flatbush Food Co-op
Natural Heights
Santa Fe Grill

Reinventing Grand Army Plaza
Competition Jury
Jonathan Butler, Brownstoner.com
Elizabeth Meyer, University of Virginia,
Landscape Arch.
Benjamin Perez, Parsons Brinckerhoff
Milton Puryear, Brooklyn Greenway Initiative
Ellen Salpeter, Heart of Brooklyn
Elizabeth Streb, Streb Lab for Action Mechanics
Ken Smith, Ken Smith Landscape Architects
Alex Washburn, NYC Dept. of City Planning
chair: Michael Van Valkenburgh,
MVV Associates
Design Trust Staff
Megan Canning, Deputy Director
Stephanie Elson, Director of Programs
Lawrence Horne, Director of Development
Chris Kannen, Production Assistant
Deborah Marton, Executive Director
Leslie McBeth, Program & Development
Associate
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Design Trust for Public Space
Board of Directors
Alison Bauer
Theodore Berger
Deborah Berke
Kitty Hawks
Marc Heiman
Susan Grant Lewin
Stephen Maharam
Zack McKown
Raymond Merritt
Paula Mueller
Annabelle Selldorf
Sylvia Smith
Claire Weisz
Judith Woodard
Andrea Woodner,
Founder and Board Chair

Credits
Competition logo by SoCity
Reinventing Grand Army Plaza Ideas
Competition & People’s Choice websites
by Whatcould Web Design & Development
Exhibit designed by Pentagram
Exhibit construction by DCM Fabrication
Unless otherwise noted, all exhibit photos
by Triborough Photography
All competition submissions copyright
the designers.

REINVENTINGR

GRAND ARMY PLAZAG
In the fall of 2008, the Design Trust for Public Space and the Grand
Army Plaza Coalition mounted Reinventing Grand Army Plaza, a largescale exhibition in the center of Grand Army Plaza that showed 30
visionary plans for the reinvention of this magnificent civic space.
This unprecedented public exhibit illustrated how the Plaza could
be redesigned to make it more usable, more amenable to public
events, and safer for pedestrians, cyclists and motorists alike. This
publication not only showcases the top 30 design schemes, but
also provides a historical, physical and cultural context for the Plaza
and recommends steps the community can take to achieve the goal
of a new master plan and a comprehensive renovation.
November 2009
http://designtrust.org

